Catch the Wind with Your Wings
is so powerful, so beautiful, it
will make you catch your breath.
In this magical story you will
recognize the factor within
yourself that was always there,
waiting for your recognition.
Once glimpsed you will hear
your own spirit telling you as
Paul told the early Christians:
“Press forward to your higher
potential...”
Dottie Walters
Speak and Grow Rich
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Catch the Wind with Your Wings
A Master Formula for Personal Synergy and Success
Presentation Overview:
This is a rare and powerful story of a near impossible sequence of events leading
to lasting success and joy.
It was the wise old Zulu’s legend of the eagles triumph over adversity that was
the inspiration and turning point in Chris Alexander’s life. It was at his greatest
moment of despair that the teacher arrived, and so began the ‘winds of change’ that
lifted him up to where he belonged.
This presentation is based on three realities of success:
1. The courage to conquer fear;
2. The power of self-determination; and
3. Finding passion and purpose.
Presentation Message:
Self-determination, self-motivation, and a sense of purpose, are the keys to great
and lasting success and joy.
In the business arena, this presentation relates directly to employees who want to
excel and are ready to reach higher levels of achievement by finding their inner
power and directing it toward clearly defined personal and organizational goals.
Audience Take Away:
A mental and attitudinal shift within individuals and teams that delivers increased
levels of synergy, focus, productivity, and job satisfaction.
This Keynote Is Perfect For: U Conferences;
U Conventions;
U Sales meetings;
U Motivational Events; and
U Product launches, etc.
Audience:

All employees, sales teams, sports franchises, leadership and
management teams and all individuals and groups that aspire to excel.

Live Eagle: By special arrangement, a live eagle can be a part of the presentation.
Media:

Conference audio-visual equipment requirements to be discussed.
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